N3 CELLULAR ACOUSTICAL ROOF DECK
• PLN3CD-32 AC Deck used with PunchLok® II System
• HSN3CD-32 AC Deck used with TSWs or BPs

N3 CELLULAR ACOUSTICAL FORMLOK® COMPOSITE DECK
• PLN3CD-32 AC FormLok Deck used with PunchLok® II System
• N3CD-32 AC FormLok Deck used with TSWs or BPs

Nominal Dimensions

Section Properties

Effective Moment of Inertia at Service Load

\[ I_d = \left( 2I_e + I_g \right)/3 \]

Effective Section Modulus at \( F_y = 50 \text{ ksi} \)

Vertical Web Shear

Vertical Shear \( \frac{V_n}{\Omega} \)

Allowable Reactions at Supports Based on Web Crippling, \( R_n/\Omega \) (lb/ft)

Standard Features
• ASTM A653 SS GR50 Min., with G60
• Standard lengths – 7'-6" to 30'-0"
• IAPMO UES ER-2018, UL, and FM Listed
• Tables conform to ANSI/SDI RD-2017 and C-2017

Optional Features
• Inquire regarding cost and lead times for:
  - Sheet Lengths > 30'-0"
  - Alternative metallic finishes

NOTICE: Design defects that could cause injury or death may result from relying on the information in this document without independent verification by a qualified professional. The information in this document is provided “AS IS”. Nucor Corporation and its affiliates expressly disclaim: (i) any and all representations, warranties and conditions and (ii) all liability arising out of or related to this document and the information in it.
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